
Sake Pairing Dinner with exquisite 

Japanese-Italian cuisine

～ Learn about Tokyo's Sake and Fermentation Culture ～

Under the theme "rich life with sake," Teshima widely promotes sake pairings 
with Italian and other Western cuisine, as well as new ways to enjoy sake as a 
lifestyle, both in Japan and abroad.

Graduate of Keio University, Faculty of Law, Department of Political Science. 
President of Saishoku Ayami Co.
Food Culture Researcher / Certified Sake Stylist, Japan Sake Brewers 
Association / Director of Japan Brewers Association

Currently, there are ten sake breweries in Tokyo. The tour gives an opportunity to visit two 
of them: Ishikawa Sake Brewery, a traditional sake brewery where sake is still brewed in a 
historic 19th century building, and Tokyo Minato Brewery, which produces sake in the big 
city of Minato Ward.

Sake is made by fermenting rice with koji mold, which has recently been attracting 
attention for its ability to boost the immune system.
In this tour, we will offer a variety of experiences that will allow you to exploit the power of 
koji fungi. Not only for eating, but also using koji in skin care, making seasonings to use at 
home...you will surely discover something new.

In the evening, enjoy a pairing dinner of Tokyo sake and exquisite Italian cuisine at 
Restaurant Al Porto.

February 17th（Friday）9：00～19：30
（Free to leave after dinner is finished）

Participation fee：Free

１~４people 

Overview

Tour supervised by Ms. Makiko Teshima
Sake and Food Culture Expert



10：00～13：30 Ishikawa Brewery （ Fussa City,Tokyo）

Itinerary  February 17th (Friday)

Through the sake brewery 
tour and tastings, discover 
the history and charm of 
Ishikawa Brewery.

Did you know that koji is 
good for the skin? After 
making lotion with koji, 
use the leftover koji to 
pack your hands making 
your skin soft and smooth.

Ferment koji at home for a 
week to make salt koji for 
cooking.

Lunch with plenty of salt 
koji is healthy and has a 
gentle taste. It goes well 
with Ishikawa sake.

In contrast to the 
sprawling Ishikawa 
Brewery, Tokyo Port 
Brewery brews sake in a 
very compact downtown 
building. It has a very 
interesting history and is 
now making sustainable 
sake.

15：30～16：30 Tokyo Port Brewery（Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo）

Sake brewery tour

Koji workshop

Fermented Lunch

※ Tours of the brewery inside the 
buildings are not available.

9：00 meet at Tokyo Station

Transport by private car   

Transport by private car   



17：30～ Dinner at Ristorante Alporto（Nishi Azabu, Tokyo）

Chef Mamoru Kataoka is a 
master of Japanese-Italian 
cuisine. His warm 
personality is one of his 
charms. 

In the Japanese-Italian 
style of serving many 
different dishes in small 
portions, like Japanese 
kaiseki cuisine, seasonal 
ingredients are made into 
exquisite Italian courses.   

Chef Kataoka and Ms. 
Teshima has thoughtfully 
selected these sake of 
Tokyo. Enjoy the sake 
pairings with the delicious 
dishes.
*The sake selected for the 
sake pairings may differ 
from those shown in the 
above photo. 

Points to be Noted:

※This is a monitoring tour sponsored by the Tokyo Convention & Visitors Bureau. We 
would like to hear your impressions and feed backs of the tour after your participation. 
Please fill out a questionnaire after your participation.

※The tour will be accompanied by Ms. Teshima, the trip's supervisor, and an English-
speaking interpreter/guide. In addition, two staff members from the Tokyo Convention & 
Visitors Bureau and the organizer of the tour, will accompany the tour.

※ If you are unable to attend due to unavoidable circumstances, please contact us as soon 
as possible.

19:30 End and dismissal of tour. Free to leave and return home on 
your own as dinner is finished.
※If meal is not finished, there is need to rush even after 19:30. Please enjoy your meal at 
your leisure.

Transport by private car   
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